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Abstract

This work proposes an agent-based simulation system to address challenges in resource constrained multi-project scheduling under uncertainty. The system aims at helping users develop robust schedules by taking care of intra- and inter-dependencies between projects, conflicting demands for limited resources, and the potential knock-on effect of unpredictable events. With the interactive graphical user interface embedded in the system, users are enabled to investigate project process, evaluate modified schedule, forecast impact resulted from unexpected disruptions, and conduct various what-if analysis. Reactive and proactive scheduling algorithms have been developed in the simulation system to resolve unforeseen disruptions and increase the robustness of the solutions. Experiments on a real-world case study of a technology-intensive industrial product development program have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Scheduling multiple projects that run simultaneously in a dynamic environment remains a major challenge in project management. On one hand, hard constraints must be satisfied by feasible schedules, including task precedences and resource capacities. On the other hand, projects are often executed in dynamic environments with various sources of uncertainty [1, 2], where project rescheduling is frequently required and may impose an impact on other projects due to inter-dependencies among projects. While classical mathematical approaches help deal with scheduling problems with low complexity or in a relatively static environment, it has a limitation in describing interrelationships in multi-project environments and adapting the analysis to dynamic change [3].

To this end, the agent-based approach has been identified as an effective approach for scheduling problems with high complexity [4]. More specifically, many existing studies have focused on the resource constrained multi-project scheduling problem (RCMPSP) and have proposed scheduling algorithms to appropriately allocate resources among competing projects beforehand [5, 6, 7]. However, few approaches have been developed to deal with possible on-the-fly changes, which can be resulted from various sources of uncertainty, such as unpredictable disturbances or user interference. For multi-project problems, there are usually various dependencies including project-project and project-resource relations, which make it difficult and/or inefficient for conventional scheduling algorithms to conduct frequent online rescheduling. On the other hand, Chaari et al. [4] conducted a comprehensive survey on the algorithms for scheduling and rescheduling under uncertainty and listed several prospective research directions in this domain. One promising direction is to combine multi-agent approaches with optimization techniques. While the multi-agent technology has been widely employed in dynamic scheduling and dynamic control, incorporating optimization techniques with agents’ behavior logic would increase their intelligence which leads to optimal decision making for both short-term and long-term objectives.
Thus, in this paper, we propose an agent-based simulation system to help users monitor the project execution process and provide decision making support for dynamic scheduling. An interactive graphical user interface (GUI) has been integrated with the simulator to enable user-in-the-loop experimentation. A real-world technology-intensive industrial product development program has been adopted as a case study to illustrate the various features provided by our simulation system. This paper extends our previous work [8] with full details of the simulation system, including the model development and system implementation. In addition, we design a new dynamic scheduler, which has the functionalities of generating robust proactive schedules based on the probability knowledge about the uncertainties, and resolving schedule disruptions during simulation. Specifically, we propose a new proactive scheduling algorithm to deal with the time-dependent workability uncertainty which is not addressed in [8], and implement a simple but effective reactive scheduling algorithm to restore the feasibility of a schedule when it is disrupted.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief review on the existing studies related to our work. Section 3 introduces the dynamic multi-project scheduling problem studied in this paper. Details of the system implementation on a commercial agent-based simulation platform AnyLogic® as well as various functions provided in the system are presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides detailed descriptions of the scheduling algorithms implemented in the system. Finally, Section 6 provides concluding remarks and proposes future research directions.

2. Related Work

In this section, we first give an overview of the agent-based approaches for solving multi-project scheduling problems. Then, we briefly review the approaches for project scheduling under uncertainty.
2.1. **Agent-based Multi-Project Scheduling**

Multi-project scheduling has gained growing attention in recent decades from both industry and academia. It concerns with the generation of resource and precedence feasible schedules to operate projects while optimizing scheduling objective(s). Multi-project scheduling is important for companies in diverse industries (e.g. software development, construction engineering, and make-to-order manufacture) as it plays a critical role in ensuring project completion with quality in a timely manner. In practice, the tasks in a project consume resources during their process, and the required resources are limited. Such kind of problem, termed as the resource-constrained multi-project scheduling problem (RCMPSP), has attracted a significant amount of research as the models in this domain are rich, complex, and difficult to solve [9]. As noticed in [3, 5], compared with traditional centralized approaches (e.g. [10, 11, 12]) assuming a single decision maker and deterministic environment, agent-based approaches are more suitable for handling large-scale real-world problems with multiple decision makers and dynamic settings.

Currently, a number of agent-based approaches for RCMPSP are available in the literature. Most of these approaches employ certain negotiation protocols to coordinate local decisions to a global solution. One of the most widely adopted protocols is auction, where a mediator agent allocates shared resources to a group of project agents based on a virtual “bidding” process. Confessore et al. [7] use a multi-agent system to solve RCMPSP, where the project managers are presented as individual agents competing for shared resources to complete their own projects. A virtual coordinator agent is developed to resolve resource conflicts via a combinatorial auction based control mechanism. In the multi-agent framework developed by Araúzo et al. [3], both projects and resources are modeled as agents to deal with project portfolio management. An auctioneer agent allocates resources to projects and decides on project acceptance/rejection through the assessment of their impact on the existing portfolio. Adhau et al. [13] review some existing applications of agent-based approaches to multiple project scheduling and point out that many of them have either re-
strictive assumptions on resource types and availability \cite{14,15} or limitation on project size (number of tasks involved) \cite{7,16,17}. To address these limitations, they propose an auction-based negotiation approach for large-scale complex multi-project scheduling. More recently, Song et al. \cite{18} propose a multi-unit combinatorial auction based approach for RCMPSP, which shows significant improvement in minimizing average project delay. Except the above mentioned auction based protocols, a few approaches solve RCMPSP using other types of mechanisms, such as the market based negotiation mechanism \cite{19}, the evolutionary computation based coordination scheme \cite{20}, and the critical chains based conflict elimination mechanism \cite{21}.

Due to the flexible structure, agent-based approaches can work in environments with certain types of openness and uncertainty \cite{3}. For example, approaches in \cite{3,5,19} allow projects to arrive dynamically over the planning horizon. However, only \cite{19} can support uncertain task durations as considered in our problem. Nevertheless, resource capacities in \cite{19} are assumed to be infinite which contradicts the commonly adopted resource-constrained settings. In the next section, we briefly review the techniques for project scheduling under uncertainty, which mainly focus on addressing the uncertain task durations.

2.2. Project Scheduling Under Uncertainty

According to \cite{22}, approaches for project scheduling with uncertain durations can be roughly classified into two categories. The first category of approaches generates scheduling policies which are used to determine a feasible schedule during execution, based on observation of the actual scenario. Different optimization objectives have been considered, such as expected makespan \cite{23,24,25,26} and robust makespan \cite{27,28,29}. However, these approaches do not generate a deterministic baseline schedule, which serves very important functions for better preparing and coordinating the project execution \cite{30}.

In this paper, we follow the second category of approaches, which generate a baseline schedule using a proactive procedure before execution, and repair the baseline schedule when it is disrupted in execution using a reactive procedure.
multiple algorithms are presented to generate proactive baseline schedules by inserting time buffers between activities. In [32], several heuristics for reactive scheduling are introduced to minimize the stability cost, which measures the deviation from the actual schedule to the baseline schedule. Different combinations of proactive and reactive procedures are compared empirically in [33]. A pure proactive approach is introduced in [30] to generate baseline schedules that are feasible with a high probability during execution.

The above mentioned proactive/reactive scheduling approaches are based on the problem model where the uncertainty in activity duration is not related to the time it is scheduled, which cannot cover all the sources of uncertainty [34]. A typical example is the workability uncertainty considered in our problem, which contradicts the time-independent assumption and therefore cannot be solved by previous approaches. In Section 5, we design a sampling based proactive algorithm to address this uncertainty.

3. The Product Development Program

In this paper, we consider the dynamic scheduling of a real-world industrial product development program with high risk and complexity. In this program, multiple projects are being executed concurrently. The objective is to complete all the projects as soon as possible, i.e. to minimize the program makespan, since the delay will incur significant financial loss. Each project is assigned to a dedicated developer who will respond to disruptions occurring in the execution. A project consists of several to tens of tasks, each of which needs to be completed on one of several compatible facilities. Each task contains dozens to several hundreds of subtasks. During the task execution, all the subtasks are performed using certain instruments in every single day in parallel. Therefore, all subtasks of a task can be scheduled together as a whole. One major challenge in the product development program scheduling is to cope with complicated constraints related to both facilities and tasks which are explained in the following:
• **Resource constraints.** The (renewable) resources considered in this work are the facilities. Two types of resource constraints are considered: 1) compatibility: each facility is able to handle certain task types; 2) capacity: one facility can only accommodate one task at a time period, i.e. a facility can be considered as a renewable resource with unary capacity in each time slot.

• **Task dependencies.** Essentially, the task dependencies impose constraints on the task execution orders. Two types of dependencies exist in our product development program: 1) intra-dependencies: tasks within a project follow a specific sequence determined based on substantial domain knowledge and cannot be modified; and 2) inter-dependencies: some tasks are defined as predecessors of other tasks in different projects. For intra-dependencies, transportation and buffer times are also imposed as constraints, which will be further detailed in Section 5.1.

Our product development program is executed in a dynamic environment, where the execution of the projects in the program may be affected by uncertain events. Specifically, two types of uncertainty are involved:

• **Workability uncertainty.** Execution of a task requires certain weather conditions to be satisfied, e.g. temperature and precipitation. Therefore, the workability of a time slot (day) in the scheduling horizon for a task is uncertain. Nevertheless, a task must secure enough workable days during its scheduled execution period. If this is not satisfied at its scheduled completion time, its duration must be extended. Therefore the duration of a task is uncertain and subjects to the workability uncertainty. Due to seasonality, the Probability of Workability (POW) of each time slot (day) could be different, and in consequence, the task duration uncertainty is dependent on its scheduled start time.

• **Subtask failure.** The instruments may become faulty during the execution, and lead to subtask failure when the number of faulty instruments
reaches the limit. When a subtask fails, it must be rerun from the beginning, which could extend the duration of the task to which it belongs. For a type of instrument, its failure is characterized by error rate, which is the same throughout the scheduling horizon and not time-dependent.

The aforementioned two types of uncertainty can both cause unexpected elongation of task durations, which could further result in schedule disruptions that must be resolved before the program execution can proceed. In the real world, resolutions are normally provided by domain experts who derive solutions by leveraging the substantial experience and situation-specific heuristics. However, with growing number of projects and their complexities, manual disruption management suffers from inefficiency and ineffectiveness. For instance, if a failed task needs to be rescheduled, it may result in the following several tens or hundreds of tasks being postponed and/or losing priority on the requested facilities. In addition, frequent resolution of disruptions could result in a final schedule that deviates much from the baseline schedule. To this end, we aim at developing an agent-based simulation system to take into account various resource constraints, intra- and inter-dependencies between tasks and projects so as to provide users with robust scheduling/rescheduling of the program and efficient disruption management.

4. AGENT-BASED SIMULATION SYSTEM

In this section, we propose an agent-based simulation system as a decision support tool for the dynamic multi-project scheduling introduced in Section 3. Details about the modeling process and system features are illustrated in the following subsections.

4.1. Agent-based Simulation Model Development

This section describes the system development in detail. Beyond the baseline of mimicking the program execution process closely, the system design emphasizes on-the-fly user interaction with the simulation via a GUI. The system
structure depicted in Figure 1 shows that input data, embedded agent behaviors, and program logic are accessible to users through the interactive GUI. In the following, we first introduce the modeling of the different components within the program.

The system employs both objects and agents in the simulation model. Tasks, subtasks, and facilities are modeled as objects as they do not perform autonomous behaviors. Table 1 lists the major attributes of each object type. On the other hand, developers and projects are modeled as agents:

- **Developer agent.** Each developer is assigned with one project. Their responsibilities include adjusting task setting, monitoring project progress, and resolving unexpected disruptions. It should be noted that developer agents within a product development program share the same goal – to complete all the projects as soon as possible. Thus, developers are fully collaborative and willing to postpone their own tasks to make room for the disrupted tasks from other projects. However, an ongoing task cannot
be stopped or postponed (unless disrupted by unforeseen events) until it is completed, since the tasks are non-preemptive.

- **Project agent.** Each project agent is responsible for bookkeeping its own specifications (e.g. required facility, task sequence, and subtask list of each task) as well as updating its schedule visualization. In other words, if a task has been rescheduled (e.g. postponed to another start time), relevant project agents would update their states accordingly.

Besides the above two types of agents, a Main agent is also implemented to control and coordinate the simulation. In addition, it is equipped with the dynamic scheduling algorithms for the purpose of generating baseline schedules and resolving schedule disruption, which will be introduced in the next subsections. To illustrate the behaviors of the agents, we plot their UML state machine diagrams in Figure 2. Further, we plot the UML sequence diagram in Figure 3, which details the message exchanging among agents during the simulation process.

4.2. Dynamic Scheduling Algorithms

To guarantee the correct execution of simulation, scheduling algorithms are needed to generate or repair schedules of the product development program. Specifically, two algorithms are required during simulation:

- **Proactive scheduling algorithm.** Before the start of simulation, a baseline schedule should be generated, which provides the facility assignments and start times of all tasks. Any feasible schedule can serve as the baseline, such as the one generated by solving a deterministic problem without considering any uncertainty. However, this deterministic schedule could be disrupted frequently, resulting in intensive efforts for disruption resolution and final schedules that deviate too much from the baseline. Therefore, a better alternative is to develop proactive algorithms that exploit the stochastic knowledge about the uncertainty, which can provide
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Figure 2: The UML state machine diagrams
Figure 3: The UML sequence diagram
baseline schedules that are more robust to the uncertainty. We design such an algorithm in Section 5.3.

- **Reactive scheduling algorithm.** Though baseline schedules generated by the proactive algorithm are more robust than the deterministic schedules, unforeseen disruptions cannot be fully avoided during simulation. Therefore, reactive algorithm is needed whenever the baseline schedule is disrupted. One way to resolve the disruption is to reschedule all the remaining tasks that have not started yet using the proactive algorithm. However, this could impose major modifications to the baseline schedule which are undesirable. Therefore, we implement a simple reactive algorithm in Section 5.2 which keeps the facility assignments in the baseline schedule unchanged, and postpones the tasks affected by the disruption to their earliest feasible start times.

4.3. System Implementation

The proposed simulation has been implemented in AnyLogic® simulation Software. As one of the most widely used agent-based modeling tool, AnyLogic’s visual development environment significantly speeds up the development process, compared to other popular agent development tools such as JADE and Repast. In addition to implementing the various functionalities accordingly, we are equally motivated to develop an effective decision support system with an intuitive visual interface. AnyLogic’s simple yet sophisticated animation functionalities allow the development of visually rich, interactive simulation environments [35]. Moreover, models developed in AnyLogic can be exported as a standalone Java application so that users can deploy them on other machines without the software being installed. This section explains different functionalities of the proposed system and how they work to help achieve robust program scheduling. In the following subsections, we will introduce the GUIs implemented in the simulation system, including parameter setting, interactive GUI for simulation and user-in-the-loop experiment.
Figure 4: Parameter setting

Figure 5: Interactive Gantt chart
4.3.1. Parameter Setting

Input data can be loaded in two ways: linking to external database or being defined by users. In the simulation setup page (see Figure 4), users can import relevant data stored in external databases. For some parameters of particular interests, while default values are given, users can also adjust their values either before or during simulation run. For instance, in the product development program, users are keen to find out how the instrument reliability can impact the program. They can vary the reliability of certain instruments at the simulation setup page. The system also provides on-the-fly parameter change so that users can experiment with different values without restarting the simulation.

4.3.2. Interactive Graphical User Interface

Figure 5 is a snapshot of a running simulation as viewed in the interactive GUI. The interface design is based on the Gantt chart so as to minimize users’ learning curve from conventional program management tools such as Microsoft Project. In addition to making basic project information available in normal Gantt charts (e.g. start date, task length, work breakdown structure, and precedence relationships), our enhanced design also displays task-facility relations and schedule deviation to the current time. As shown at the bottom of the GUI, each facility is designated with a particular color which matches with that of tasks requesting it. A vertical line in blue color representing “Today” moves with simulation progress to give an overview of the current program status. The color of each task denotes its requested facility. Two types of conflicts are represented with designated colors as well.

As shown in the GUI, several options (next to the play button) are available for users to interrupt the running simulation. Other than the “Change Parameter Value” option mentioned in Section 4.3.1, users can obtain detailed information about individual tasks by selecting “Check Task Status” and clicking on any task of their interest. Figure 6 shows information about an ongoing task Task3-1 including its subtask list, number of failed instruments of each subtask, and percentage of the task being completed.
Figure 6: Check task status

Figure 7: Define failures in future tasks
4.3.3. User-in-the-Loop Experimentation

It is common for many simulation applications to have the human users in the loop, meaning that the human users can interact with the simulator in real time to conduct operations that can affect the results of simulation\cite{36, 37}. This functionality enables the users to actively participate in the simulation process in many ways, for example performing experiments on interesting scenarios, or reacting to the outputs of other simulating agents. In our simulation system, besides the on-the-fly parameter change as explained in Section 4.3.1, user-in-the-loop experimentation is also enabled in the following two ways.

Firstly, users can define subtask failures in future tasks before or during simulation. This function is useful when users want to evaluate how the program will be affected when certain tasks fail on specific days. Note that different from the failures caused by the random faulty instruments, the user-defined subtask failures will certainly happen at the times specified by users. By clicking on an unfinished task, a list of subtasks will pop up for users to choose any subtasks to be failed before the task completes. Users will be notified with a feasible day range whenever each selected subtask fails as specified (see Figure 7). Users can also view the defined failures and cancel the ones that have not occurred yet (see Figure 8).

Secondly, at any point of a simulation run, users can manually adjust schedules for tasks that have not started yet. This function could be used to examine the impact of different task start times. Users can adjust a project schedule by dragging and dropping the tasks. The system will automatically verify if the adjustment results in a feasible schedule, according to the constraints mentioned in Section 3. For instance, users will not be able to move a task prior to its predecessors. The moving task will be marked with grey color if its schedule overlaps that of others. Once users are done with the manual adjustment, the system will check if there is any newly introduced resource conflicts before resuming the simulation run with the adjusted schedule.
5. Dynamic Scheduling Algorithms

In this section, we introduce the algorithms we designed to cope with the uncertainties in the scheduling problem studied in this paper. We first describe the deterministic scheduling problem which does not consider uncertainty, along with a solution algorithm. Next, we introduce a simple algorithm for resolving schedule disruptions caused by unforeseen events. Finally, we design a novel algorithm for generating robust proactive schedules that are adapted to the workability uncertainty.

5.1. Deterministic Scheduling

Here we describe the scheduling problem introduced in Section 3 using notations, without considering the uncertainties first. In this multi-project scheduling problem, a set of projects $P = \{P_1, \ldots, P_I\}$ in the program need to be scheduled onto a set of facilities $F = \{F_1, \ldots, F_K\}$ in a horizon of $T$ consecutive time slots (days). Each project $P_i$, $1 \leq i \leq I$ consists of a set of non-preemptive tasks $A_i = \{a_{i1}, \ldots, a_{iJ_i}\}$, where $J_i$ is the number of tasks in $P_i$. We denote $A = \cup_{i=1}^{I} A_i$ as the set of all tasks in the program, and index the elements in $A$ by $l$, $1 \leq l \leq L = \sum_{i=1}^{I} J_i$. Each task $a_l \in A$ must be processed for $d_l$ time slots, which is a fixed value called the baseline duration. In addition, each $a_l$ can only be processed by a compatible facility $F_k \in F_l \subseteq F$, where $F_l$ is the set of
compatible facilities of \( a_l \). As stated in Section 3, all subtasks of a task should start and end together on the same facility, therefore we do not consider subtask in the scheduling problem. A solution \( O = \langle M, S \rangle \) to the problem consists of two parts, namely facility assignment \( M \) and start-time schedule \( S \). Both \( M \) and \( S \) are vectors, i.e. \( M = [M_1, ..., M_L] \) and \( S = [S_1, ..., S_L] \), where \( M_l \in F \) and \( S_l \in \{1, ..., T\} \) are the facility assignment and start time of task \( a_l \), respectively.

For convenience, given a solution \( O \), we denote \( s(a_l, O), c(a_l, O) \) and \( m(a_l, O) \) as the start time, completion time and facility assignment of \( a_l \in A \) specified by \( O \), respectively. It should be noted that for a deterministic problem, once the start time of a task \( a_l \) is determined, its completion time is also determined, i.e. \( c(a_l, O) = s(a_l, O) + d_l \) since the baseline duration is fixed.

A feasible solution \( O \) of the problem must satisfy the resource constraints and task dependencies, as we mentioned in Section 3. To satisfy resource compatibility, the assigned facility of task \( a_l \) must be chosen from the compatible ones, i.e. \( \forall a_l \in A, m(a_l, O) \in F_l \). To satisfy resource capacities, since all facilities have unary capacities, any two tasks assigned to the same facility cannot overlap, i.e. \( \forall a_e, a_f \in A \), if \( m(a_e, O) = m(a_f, O) \), then \( c(a_e, O) \leq s(a_f, O) \) or \( c(a_f, O) \leq s(a_e, O) \) must hold. For task dependencies, if two tasks \( a_e \) and \( a_f \) in \( A \) has a precedence relation \( a_e \prec a_f \) which means \( a_f \) must start after the completion of \( a_e \), then \( c(a_e, O) \leq s(a_f, O) \) must hold. In addition, if \( a_e \) and \( a_f \) belong to the same project, then transportation and buffer time should be considered. To be more specific, if \( a_e \) and \( a_f \) are allocated to the same facility, i.e. \( m(a_e, O) = m(a_f, O) \), then \( c(a_e, O) + t_B \leq s(a_f, O) \) must hold, where \( t_B \) is the buffer time; otherwise, \( c(a_e, O) + t_{T,uv} \leq s(a_f, O) \) is required, with \( t_{T,uv} \) being the transportation time from facility \( u = m(a_e, O) \) to \( v = m(a_f, O) \). We use \( E = \{(a_e, a_f) | a_e, a_f \in A, a_e \prec a_f \} \) to denote the set of all (intra- and inter-) dependencies between tasks in the program. In addition, let \( \text{Suc}_i = \{a_e \in A | (a_i, a_e) \in E \} \) and \( \text{Pre}_i = \{a_e \in A | (a_e, a_i) \in E \} \) be the set of immediate successors and predecessors of \( a_i \), respectively. A solution is said to be optimal, if it minimizes the program makepan \( MS(O) = \max_{a_l \in A} c(a_l, O) \).

Due to the existence of multiple compatible facilities for a given task, our
scheduling problem can be considered as a special case of the multi-mode RCMPSP \cite{38}, where the duration of an task on any compatible facility is the same. Here we implement a priority-rule based algorithm based on the serial schedule generation scheme \cite{39}. As shown in Algorithm 1, a task set $CS$ is maintained during execution to record the tasks that have been scheduled. An iterative scheduling procedure is conducted, where a set $ES$ containing unscheduled tasks whose immediate predecessors have been scheduled is identified first (Line 3). Then, a task $a_e$ is chosen for scheduling according to the minimum Latest Finish Time (LFT) rule \cite{39} (Line 4), followed by the facility chosen steps which chooses a facility $F_k$ from the compatible set $F_e$, according to the minimum Earliest Feasible Finish Time (EFFT) rule proposed in \cite{40} (Lines 6-8). Specifically, the LFT value of each task is obtained before executing Algorithm 1 by applying the critical path analysis \cite{39}, while the EFFT value of a task on a facility is computed during Algorithm 1 by finding the earliest feasible start time to schedule the chosen task (Lines 6-7). The transportation and buffer times are considered in computing the earliest start times. Finally, the chosen task $a_e$ is scheduled to start at its earliest feasible start time on the chosen facility (Line 9), and is incorporated in $CS$ (Line 10). This algorithm has a complexity of $O(L^2K)$.

5.2. Reactive Scheduling

Due to the uncertainties in Section 3, the actual duration of task $a_l$ could be longer than its baseline duration $d_l$. When this happens, a feasible solution could be disrupted since the resource constraints and task dependencies could be violated. In this case, a disruption resolving step, i.e. a reactive scheduling procedure, is needed to restore the feasibility of the solution. Since the solution disruptions could happen quite often during the simulation, the reactive scheduling procedure should repair the solution rapidly, otherwise the time for the simulation could become prohibitive.

Currently, we have implemented a simple but efficient postpone strategy for reactive scheduling, as shown in Algorithm 2. Whenever a solution disruption
Algorithm 1: Deterministic Scheduling Algorithm

Input: A deterministic scheduling problem
Output: $O$: a feasible solution

1. $CS \leftarrow \emptyset$;
2. while $|CS| \leq L$ do
3.   $ES \leftarrow \{a_i \in A - CS | Pre_i \subseteq CS\}$;
4.   Select $a_e \in ES$ with the minimum LFT;
5.   foreach $F_k \in F_e$ do
6.     Compute the smallest time $s^k$ such that $a_e$ can be scheduled in the
7.     interval $[s^k, s^k + d_i]$;
8.     EFFT value of $F_k$ is $s^k + d_i$;
9.   Select $F_k \in F_e$ with the minimum EFFT;
10.  $s(a_e, O) \leftarrow s^k$, $c(a_e, O) \leftarrow s(a_e, O) + d_e$, $m(a_e, O) \leftarrow F_k$;
11.  $CS \leftarrow CS \cup \{a_e\}$;
12. return $O$;

Algorithm 2: Reactive Scheduling Algorithm: Repair($O, a_f, c'_f$)

Input: $O$: a disrupted solution; $a_f$: the task that causes the disruption; $c'_f$: the new completion time of $a_f$

1. $\bar{c}(a_f, O) \leftarrow c'_f$;
2. $A_f \leftarrow \text{Postpone}(O, a_f)$;
3. while $A_f \neq \emptyset$ do
4.   $A'_f \leftarrow \emptyset$;
5.   foreach $a_e \in A_f$ do
6.     $A''_f \leftarrow \text{Postpone}(O, a_e)$;
7.     $A'_f \leftarrow A'_f \cup A''_f$;
8.     $A_f \leftarrow A'_f$;
happens, this strategy iteratively identifies the affected tasks and postpones them to an earliest feasible start time, until the solution is repaired. The inputs of this algorithm include the disrupted solution $O$, along with the task $a_f$ that causes the disruption and its new completion time $c'_f$. Suppose a disruptive event happens at time $t$, then if this event is a subtask failure, $c'_f = t + d_f$, since the task needs to be rerun from the beginning. The computation of $c'_f$ for the workability uncertainty will be discussed in the next section. Different from the deterministic problem in Section 5.1, when uncertainty is considered, the completion time $c(a_l, O)$ of a task $a_l$ depends on the actual scenario during execution, and cannot be fully determined by the start time. We use a vector $\bar{C} = [\bar{C}_1, ..., \bar{C}_L]$ to record the actual task completion times, and use $\bar{c}(a_l, O)$ to denote the actual completion time of $a_l$. The value of $\bar{C}_l$ is set to be $C_l = s(a_l, O) + d_l$ initially for each task $a_l$, and is kept updated until the simulation is done.

**Algorithm 3: Postpone($O, a_f$)**

**Input:** $O$: a disrupted solution; $a_f$: a postponed task;

**Output:** $A_f$: the tasks affected by the postponement of $a_f$

1. $A_f \leftarrow \emptyset$, $a_g \leftarrow \text{GetNextTask}(a_f)$;
2. foreach $a_e \in \text{Suc}_f \cup \{a_g\}$ do
3.      $s_{\text{est}} \leftarrow \text{ComputeEST}(a_e)$;
4.      if $s_{\text{est}} > s(a_e, O)$ then
5.         $s(a_e, O) \leftarrow s_{\text{est}}$, $\bar{c}(a_e, O) \leftarrow s_{\text{est}} + d_e$;
6.      $A_f \leftarrow A_f \cup \{a_e\}$;
7. return $A_f$;

In Algorithm 2, firstly the actual completion time of the disruptive task $a_f$ is set to be $c'_f$ (Line 1). Then, in Line 2, a function Postpone as shown in Algorithm 3 is called to check the start times of a set of tasks, including its immediate successors in $\text{Suc}_p$ and the task $a_g$ that are scheduled to execute right after $a_f$ on the facility $m(a_f, O)$. For each element $a_e$ in the set $\text{Suc}_f \cup \{a_g\}$, its earliest feasible start time $s_{\text{est}}$ is firstly computed (Line 3 of Algorithm 3). If
is later than its scheduled start time \( s(a, O) \), then it is affected by \( a_f \) and
will be postponed to start at \( s_{ext} \). The affected tasks will also be recorded in a
set \( A_f \) (Line 6 of Algorithm 3). Then, for each affected task in \( A_f \), Algorithm
2 will call the postpone function to fix any inconsistency in the schedule (Line
6 of Algorithm 2), until no task is affected, i.e. \( A_f = \emptyset \).

Algorithm 2 can fix a disruptive solution very efficiently with a complexity
of \( O(L^2) \), since a task will only be postponed once. In the future, we seek
to incorporate more sophisticated algorithms for reactive scheduling, e.g. the
heuristics introduced in 32. A major challenge is to adapt them to our case,
which is a more complex multi-mode RCMPSP.

5.3. Proactive Scheduling

Different from the instrument failure rate which is the same on each time
slot, the workability uncertainty has a seasonal pattern which could be utilized
to generate robust proactive solutions. As mentioned in Section 2.2 currently
there is no proactive approach that can be applied to time-dependent duration
uncertainty, which is the case in our scheduling problem. In this section, we
design a novel algorithm for generating proactive schedules by exploiting the
probability knowledge about the workability uncertainty, based on the Consen-
sus approach from stochastic optimization 41.

5.3.1. Workability Uncertainty Model

Under workability uncertainty, whether a time slot can be used for processing
a task is uncertain. Without loss of generality, we classify all tasks in \( A \) into
\( Z \) types according to the impact of workability uncertainty. Denote the type of
\( a_l \in A \) as \( z_l \in \{1, ..., Z\} \). We use a vector \( p_z = [p_{z1}, ..., p_{zT}] \) to represent the
Probability of Workability (POW) of task type \( z \), i.e. tasks belonging to type \( z \)
can be processed in time slot \( t \) with a probability of \( p_{zt} \). We call the collection
\( P = (p_1, ..., p_Z) \) as the model of workability uncertainty. We assume that the
scheduling horizon \( \{1, ..., T\} \) is split into a set of periods \( E = \{E_1, ..., E_R\} \),
where \( E_r = \{es_r, ..., ed_r\} \), \( 1 \leq r \leq R \) is a consecutive time period (e.g. week,
season, month) that starts at $es_r$ and ends at $ed_r$. We further assume that for a task type, the POW values are the same for each slot in a period. Figure 9 shows an example of the POW of four types of tasks, where the periods are the months in a year.

Under workability uncertainty, the duration of task $a_l$ is no longer fixed as the baseline duration $d_l$; instead, it is a random variable that depends on the scheduled task start time. Denote an actual scenario of workability as a matrix $Q = [q_{zt}]_{Z \times T}$, where $q_{zt} \in \{0, 1\}$ and time slot $t$ is workable for type $z$ if $q_{zt} = 1$. Then if a task $a_l$ is scheduled to start at $s(a_l, O)$ by a solution $O$, its actual completion time should be $\bar{c}(a_l, O) = \min\{c \geq s(a_l, O) | \sum_{t=s(a_l, O)}^{c-1} q_{zt} \geq d_l\}$.

In other words, a task is completed once it secures enough workable time slots specified by the baseline duration $d_l$. If $a_l$ is scheduled to complete at $t$ but $\sum_{t=s(a_l, O)}^{t-1} q_{zt} < d_l$, then a disruptive event is triggered at $t$ and the new completion time of $a_l$ is set to $c'_l = t + d_l - \sum_{t=s(a_l, O)}^{t-1} q_{zt}$, and Algorithm 2 is called to repair any solution disruption.

---

1Note that $\bar{c}(a_l, O)$ is the earliest possible completion time. Here we use this value as the task completion time since our objective is to minimize the makespan.
5.3.2. Consensus based Proactive Scheduling

Our proactive scheduling approach is based on the Consensus method \cite{41}, which is a sampling based approach for online stochastic optimization problem. It first samples a set of scenarios from the probability distribution, then finds a feasible solution for each scenario, and finally makes decisions through a consensus voting process by all the scenario solutions. Consensus based approaches have been applied for solving various online scheduling problems \cite{42, 43}; in contrast, here we adapt Consensus to generate offline proactive solutions that are expected to be robust under the time-dependent workability uncertainty. Our approach takes input a feasible solution generated by solving the deterministic problem using Algorithm 1, and conducts a series of consensus solving and voting processes for each time period to make the scheduling decisions.

Next, we describe the proactive algorithm in detail. As shown in Algorithm 1, firstly a set of $N$ scenarios $Q = \{Q_1, ..., Q_N\}$ is generated by sampling the workability uncertainty model $P$. Also, a task set $CS$ is created to record the scheduled tasks during the process. Then, for each period $E_r$, a consensus process is conducted. The two vectors $V$ and $D$ in Line 3 are used to record the total votes and total durations of each task. For each scenario $Q_n$, a feasible solution $O_n$ is obtained by simulating the initial solution $O$ on $Q_n$. Specifically, Algorithm 2 will be called during the simulation to resolve any disruptions.

Then, in Lines 6-9, for each task $a_l$ that is not scheduled, its actual duration in $O_n$ will be accumulated to the corresponding value $D_l$ in the record vector, and its vote $V_l$ will increase by one if it is scheduled to start within the current period $E_r$ in $O_n$. Next, in Lines 10-18 a series of scheduling decisions are made in a while loop, according to the consensus vote results. In this loop, a task set $ES$ of the eligible tasks is maintained to incorporate the ones whose immediate predecessors have all been scheduled. Then, a function NextTask is called to return the task $a_g \in ES$ with the maximum vote $V_g > 0$. If there is no such task, the loop is stopped and the algorithm moves to the next period. Otherwise, the estimated duration $estD_g$ of $a_g$ is set to the rounded average duration of
Algorithm 4: Proactive Scheduling Algorithm

Input: $O$: a feasible solution

1. Initialization: $Q \leftarrow \{Q_1, ..., Q_N\}$, $CS \leftarrow \emptyset$ ;
2. foreach $E_r \in E$ do
3.     $V \leftarrow [0, ..., 0]$; $D \leftarrow [0, ..., 0]$ ;
4.     foreach $Q_n \in Q$ do
5.         $O_n \leftarrow \text{Simulate}(O, Q_n)$;
6.         foreach $a_i \notin CS$ do
7.             $D_t \leftarrow D_t + \bar{c}(a_i, O_n) - s(a_i, O_n)$ ;
8.             if $es_r \leq s(a_i, O_n) < ed_r$ then
9.                 $V_l \leftarrow V_l + 1$ ;
10. $ES \leftarrow \{a_i \notin CS|\text{Pre}_l \subseteq CS\}$;
11. $a_g \leftarrow \text{NextTask}(V, ES)$ ;
12. while $a_g \neq \text{null}$ do
13.     $\text{est}D_g \leftarrow \lfloor D_g/N \rfloor$ ;
14.     $s(a_g, O) \leftarrow \text{ComputeST}(a_g, \text{est}D_g, m(a_g, O))$ ;
15.     $\text{Repair}(O, a_g, s(a_g, O) + \text{est}D_g)$;
16.     $CS \leftarrow CS \cup \{a_g\}$ ;
17. $ES \leftarrow \{a_i \notin CS|\text{Pre}_l \subseteq CS\}$;
18. $a_g \leftarrow \text{NextTask}(V, ES)$ ;
19. if $|CS| = L$ then
20.     break;
in all scenarios (Line 15). Then, the start time of \( a_g \) will be set to the earliest precedence and resource feasible start time computed by the function ComputeST with the estimated duration \( estD_g \) (Line 16), followed by a step of calling Algorithm 2 to resolve any disruptions in \( O \) (Line 17). The algorithm will terminate if all tasks have been scheduled (Lines 19-20), and finally \( O \) has become a proactive solution that is adapted to the workability uncertainty model. The most time consuming step in Algorithm 4 is the simulation of each scenario in Line 5, therefore Algorithm 4 has a polynomial complexity of \( O(RN^2L^2KT) \).

6. Computational Results

In this section, we conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proactive scheduling algorithm. We only consider the workability uncertainty in the experiments. The test program consists of 5 projects, each with 4-7 tasks, to be scheduled on 6 facilities. The tasks within a project should be processed in sequence, indicating a set of precedence relations (e.g. \( T1 \prec T2 \), \( T2 \prec T3 \), etc.). All tasks are classified into four types, and the corresponding POW data is shown in Figure 9. The details of the test program are shown in Table 2. To generate a scenario \( Q \) from this dataset, a random sampling process is conducted for each task type on each time slot to determine the corresponding \( q_{zt} \) value. The scenarios used for both the proactive algorithm and solution evaluation will be generated in this way.

We first show the impact of \( N \), i.e. the number of scenarios used by the proactive algorithm. Intuitively, more scenarios would produce solutions with higher quality, but require longer computation time. To empirically examine the impact of sample size, we choose \( N \in \{10, ..., 100\} \) and run the algorithm 100 times for each \( N \) value. We plot the average makespan and computation time against \( N \) in Figure 10. As shown in this figure, with the increase of \( N \), the makespan becomes stable while the computation time increases, which clearly shows a trade-off between the solution quality and computational efficiency. In
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prj</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Dur</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Facility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{1,2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{1,2,3,4,5,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{1,2,3,4,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{2,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>{1,2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{1,2,3,5,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{1,2,3,4,5,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{1,2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{2,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{1,2,3,4,5,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{3,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{1,2,3,4,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{1,2,3,4,5,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>{1,2,3,4,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>{1,2,3,4,5,6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>{1,2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The test program

the following experiments we set \( N = 50 \), since the solution is stable when \( N \geq 50 \).

Next, we evaluate the optimality of the proactive solution produced by our algorithm. Specifically, we randomly generate 20 actual scenarios by sampling the workability uncertainty model. For each of these scenarios, we simulate a proactive solution \( O_{pro} \) generated by our approach to obtain an actual solution \( \bar{O}_{pro} \). During simulation, Algorithm 2 is used for resolving disruptions. We compare the makespan of the actual solution \( \bar{O}_{pro} \) with that of the offline optimal solution \( O^* \), which is obtained by solving a Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained Program (MIQCP) formulated by assuming the actual scenario is fully known. This offline optimal solution is the best that can be achieved by any approach. Details of the MIQCP model will be introduced in the Appendix. For each of the 20 scenarios, we generate 100 proactive solutions using our approach, therefore 100 actual solutions can be obtained. Table 3 shows the makespan of the offline optimal solution, the average makespan of the 100 actual solution,
and the average optimality gap. As shown in this table, the proactive solutions generated by our approach can lead to near-optimal actual solutions, within a 10% gap to the offline optimal solution.

Finally, we evaluate the robustness of the proactive solution produced by our algorithm. Intuitively, a baseline solution is more robust if the sensitivity of the planned task start times to the schedule disruptions is lower [33]. In other words, the actual solution should differ from the baseline solution as little as possible. To this end, we use the stability cost [33] to evaluate the robustness of a baseline solution, which is a widely used criterion for evaluating the solution robustness. For a baseline solution $O$, its stability cost is computed as $SC(O) =$
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{L} |s(a_i, O) - s(a_i, \bar{O})|, \]

where \( \bar{O} \) is the actual solution obtained by executing \( O \). By definition, the stability cost measures the absolute deviation of the task start times in the baseline solution and actual solution. We compare the stability cost of using two types of baseline solutions: 1) \( O_{dtm} \) which is the deterministic solution generated by Algorithm 1 without considering the uncertainty model, and 2) \( O_{pro} \) which is the proactive solutions generated by Algorithm 4. We run experiments on the 20 scenarios generated above, and compare the stability costs of the two types of baseline solutions. Algorithm 2 is used for resolving disruptions. For each of the 20 scenarios, we also run Algorithm 4 100 times to generate 100 proactive solutions \( O_{pro} \), and plot the average stability cost of these proactive solutions in Figure 11 (the vertical axis is in log scale), along with that of using the deterministic solutions \( O_{dtm} \). As shown in this figure, the stability cost of using the proactive solutions is much lower than that of using the deterministic solutions. This observation indicates that the proactive scheduling procedures in Algorithm 4 can generate the baseline solutions that are well adapted to the workability uncertainty model, therefore significantly better robustness can be achieved by the proactive scheduling algorithm.
7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we have developed an interactive agent-based simulation system to facilitate multi-project scheduling and decision making under uncertainty. In our simulation system implemented in AnyLogic®, target users are enabled to conduct user-in-the-loop experimentation including making on-the-fly parameter change, defining specific task failures, and adjusting future task schedule, through an interactive GUI.

A unique feature of our simulation system is the existence of workability uncertainty, which can cause the task duration uncertainty to depend on its start time. Since existing approaches cannot handle such kind of time-dependent duration uncertainty, we design a novel sampling-based proactive scheduling algorithm to generate robust baseline solutions, based on the Consensus method from online stochastic optimization. We also design a rapid reactive scheduling algorithm to repair disrupted solutions. Experiments on a real-world technology-intensive industrial product development program has been used to show the effectiveness of our proactive scheduling algorithm.

We are exploring several directions for future research based on the current simulation system. Firstly, we aim at adapting more sophisticated reactive algorithms in the literature to better resolve the disruptions. Secondly, more complexities can be incorporated in the problem model. For instance, more complex temporal relations could exist between activities, in addition to the precedence constraints. There could also be more complex task-resource relations, e.g. the completion of a task requires cooperation of multiple facilities. We will incorporate these practical features in the future, which can further improve the usefulness of our simulation system.
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Appendix

Here we describe the MIQCP model for solving the offline scheduling problem in Section 6. The problem we are trying to formulate here is to find the optimal solution $O^*$ assuming that a scenario $Q = [q_{zt}]_{Z \times T}$ is fully known. Theoretically, $O^*$ is the best one can achieve, no matter what approach is used. Hence, we use $O^*$ in the experiments to evaluate the optimality of a proactive solution.

In deterministic project scheduling, for a task $a_l$, only its start time $s(a_l, O)$ need to be decided by a solution $O$ since its duration is a fixed parameter $d_l$, hence $c(a_l, O) = s(a_l, O) + d_l$. However, when the workability uncertainty is considered, $c(a_l, O)$ is uncertain for a given $s(a_l, O)$. If a scenario $Q$ is known, then to guarantee that $a_l$ receive enough processing time, a duration constraint should be added:

$$\sum_{t=s(a_l,O)}^{c(a_l,O)} q_{zt} \geq d_l.$$  

(1)

Therefore, other than the start time $s(a_l, O)$ and facility assignment $m(a_l, O)$, $c(a_l, O)$ should also be decision variables.

The key point in formulating the MIQCP is how to represent the completion time of each task. In [44], an Integer Linear Program for deterministic resource-constrained project scheduling based on the “step” variables is proposed. In this formulation, for each task $a_l$, a set of binary variables $x_{lt} \in \{0, 1\}$ are defined, where $x_{lt} = 1$ if and only if $a_l$ starts at time $t$ or before. According to the definition, for a given start time $s(a_l, O)$, $x_{lt} = 0$ for all $t < s_l$ and $x_{lt} = 1$ for all $t \geq s(a_l, O)$. Therefore, $s(a_l, O)$ can be written as:

$$s(a_l, O) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} t(x_{lt} - x_{l,t-1}).$$  

(2)

In other words, $s(a_l, O)$ can be represented as a linear combination of $x_{lt}$. Based on this idea, for each $a_l$, we add another set of binary variables $y_{lt} \in \{0, 1\}$, such

that $y_{lt} = 1$ if and only if $a_l$ ends at $t$ or later. Then, $c(a_l, O)$ can be represented by a linear combination of $y_{lt}$:

$$c(a_l, O) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} t(y_{lt-1} - y_{lt}).$$

(3)

Based on the definition, $x_{lt}$ and $y_{lt}$ can also be used to represent the execution status of a task. Specifically, if $a_l$ is in execution at time $t$, then $x_{lt} + y_{lt} - 1 = 1$; otherwise $x_{lt} + y_{lt} - 1 = 0$.

To represent the facility assignment, we introduce a set of binary variable $h_{lk} \in \{0, 1\}$, where $h_{lk} = 1$ if and only if $a_l$ is assigned to facility $F_k$. Now we are ready to build the following MIQCP model:

$$\min \sum_{t=1}^{T} t(x_{L+1,t} - x_{L+1,t-1})$$

(4)

s.t.

$$x_{lt} - x_{l,t-1} \leq 0, \quad \forall l, t$$

(5)

$$y_{l,t-1} - y_{lt} \leq 0, \quad \forall l, t$$

(6)

$$\sum_{t=1}^{T} (x_{lt} + y_{lt} - 1) q_{zt} \geq d_l, \quad \forall l$$

(7)

$$\sum_{t=1}^{T} (y_{e,t-1} - y_{et}) - \sum_{t=1}^{T} (x_{lt} - x_{l,t-1}) \leq 0, \quad \forall l, e \in \text{Pre}_l$$

(8)

$$\sum_{t=1}^{L} h_{lk}(x_{lt} + y_{lt} - 1) \leq 1, \quad \forall k, t$$

(9)

$$\sum_{k=1}^{K} h_{lk} = 1 \quad \forall l$$

(10)

$$h_{lk} = 0 \quad \forall l, k \notin F_l$$

(11)

$$x_{lt} \in \{0, 1\}, y_{lt} \in \{0, 1\}, h_{lk} \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall l, t$$

(12)

In the above formulation, Equations (4) is the objective function, which is to minimize the start time of the dummy end task, which is added as the successor of all tasks to represent the makespan of the program. Equation (5) and (6) define the step functions of the task start and completion times, respectively, along with the binary constraints in Equation (12). Equation (7) represents the duration constraints defined by Equation (1). Equation (8) represents the precedence constraints. Equation (9) represents a set of quadratic constraints, which guarantee that the unary capacity of each facility in each time slot is not
violated. Finally, Equation (10) and (11) are used to guarantee that a task is assigned to only one compatible facility.